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WHERE ENGINEERING MEETS THE TRACK

I believe my predecessors have
done a great job of making changes
to keep the Club Racing program
relevant without losing sight of our
fundamental principles. Do you
remember when a solo spin into the
tires on a wet Friday morning was
enough to earn a 13 and an early trip
home? The changes that were made
to get to our current policy on 13s
was a result of feedback from racers. We will continue to evolve and
do our best to keep you engaged in
2019 and beyond.
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Something Radical
Speaking of racer feedback, we are
going to try something radical this
year – we are going to assume that
racers are responsible adults capable
of reading and understanding Club
Racing rules. Therefore, we aren’t
going to spend much time reiterating or explaining them during drivers’ meetings. The vast majority of
racers take our rules seriously and do
a great job of competing safely and
fairly. Yet, racers have had to endure
admonitions in meetings due to a
few knuckleheads who don’t. Well,
no more. Enforcing rules is crucial to
the integrity of any racing program
so, if a racer violates our rules, then
a penalty will follow. I think this will
work out really well for most of us.
Retrospect
For the last two decades, I have had
the pleasure of racing against some
of my best friends. I have also been
awarded a couple of 13s. With both
of those 13s, when I asked myself if I
would have made the same move on
one of my friends, the honest answer
was “no”. That doesn’t mean I don’t
want to beat them, because I do. But
I wouldn’t do anything overly aggressive or unfair to them. Those of you
who have attended one of my drivers
meetings have likely heard my usual
request - This year, try racing everyone
the way you race the person you towed
out with.
Here’s to a good year, and I look
forward to seeing you at the track!

From Vicki Earnshaw...
The last four years as PCA Chair
of Club Racing have been a great
journey for me. So much has happened... Working with dedicated
national racing staff volunteers
who give their weekends for us to
race; regions and PCA zones who
all share the passion for Porsche
racing by preparing race events at
least one year ahead.
The goal four years ago was to
be open to reinvent, while always
maintaining the founding principles of fun, safe and fair. We
listened and worked with racers
to adjust racing procedures and
protocols. We saw the onset of
the new Spec Cayman Class,
the 911 Cup series, Trophy East
Series, the improved CRN magazine, and we had our first 6-hour
endurance race. But most important are the new friendships that
will be treasured forever.
I will continue to be a steward
for the racing program and assist
in projects for Club Racing. I
will be here to assist and support
the new Chair of Club Racing –
West Dillard.
I truly understand this is a club
of many volunteers. It is impossible without all of you and I
appreciate your many contributions. It was my pleasure to share
the last four years with you as
your Chair.
Enjoy,
Vicki

981 Cayman shown running our oversized rotor upgrade

2 PIECE BRAKE ROTOR SPECIALISTS
GiRodisC - Founded in 2003, Girodisc designs and manufactures some of the highest quality brake
components on the market, specializing in direct replacement two piece brake rotors

RotoR - CenteR Hat - HaRdwaRe - All machined at our facility in Bellingham, WA from

US sourced materials - High carbon content iron - Aircraft grade 6061 aluminium
CustomeR seRViCe - Feel free to contact us for any questions regarding your braking system.
Nobody knows Porsche brakes better than us!

PCCB equiPPed VeHiCle - For owners of PCCB equipped vehicles that find the discs wear
excessively at elevated temperatures, we offer a direct replacement cast iron solution

997 GT3 CUP

MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

A new year already!
A new year already, and a new
person at the helm. It’s exciting to
inherit such a great program. I have
to thank Vicki Earnshaw for doing
a fantastic job as Club Racing Chair
for the last four years. She will continue to work with us as a Steward.
I also want to thank her predecessor, Bryan Henderson, for being our
Chief Steward for the last 4 years.
Mike Hoke will step up to take
the Chief Steward job. Like Vicki,
Bryan will continue to volunteer as
a Steward. Last but not least, I want
to thank the only Chief of Timing
& Scoring that PCA CR has ever
had, Michael Wingfield. Michael is
handing off the mantle of Chief to
David Anderson, but will continue
to work races as a T&S Tech. These
folks have all put in countless hours,
year over year, so that we can have
fun racing with our friends. When
you see them at the track, tell them
“Thanks!”

991 GT3 CUP

WWW.GIRODISC.COM
BELLINGHAM - WA
(360) 306-3263 - SALES@GIRODISC.COM
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The Season’s Over, Long Live the Season…

Well, the 2018 race season is over
and it’s time to catch our breath,
kick up our feet and relax for a few
months before the 2019 season
begins… if only! Whether you are
building a new race car, repairing
your old one, or just working on
some “improvements,” (within the
rule book of course), there doesn’t
seem to be an off season for racing.
The same goes for those of us working behind the scenes to make sure
Club Racing keeps getting better,
this is the season of contracts.
As you read this, the 2019 season will be underway and Spring
will be just around the corner for
some of you. But, as I write this, I
am busy making sure that when the
season starts at Sebring in February,
Club Racing has sponsors providing
needed funds, supplies and contingencies for you.
Thankfully, I’ve had the chance
to meet and talk to many of you
this year, and I hope to meet many
more in the seasons to come. Those
encounters have led me to pursue
sponsorship arrangements from companies I may not have without racer
input, and hopefully we can continue
to attract partners who provide products and services that are beneficial to
you on the track and off.

class, please make sure your class
advocate knows and passes that info
to me. I can’t reach out to companies
if I don’t know where to look, and
if I am presented with an option for
a product or spec equipment offer, I
need to know if that will be acceptable to you before I can proceed.
Off Season Auto Shows

Some of the ways we bring new
partners into the program and
strengthen ties with existing ones
involve attending auto shows and
trade shows. The “off-season” in racing is full of these events, and I have
been lucky enough to be at two of

them, the LA Auto Show and the
Performance Racing Industry (PRI)
trade show. The LA Auto Show was
interesting because of the massive
Porsche focus due to the unveiling of
the 992 generation of the 911. But for
me, seeing the freshly unveiled (literally, it was covered by a sheet when
I walked in) 911 GT2RS Clubsport
was the highlight. It is one thing for
Porsche to unveil some mega-exotic unicorn (a la the 935 tribute at
Rennsport), but it’s another for them
to unveil a purpose-built track monster and be told that it is available for
customer racing and will be available
to anyone with a big enough check-

If you have ideas...

I am starting early this year to say
that if you have ideas for contingencies, sponsorships, spec equipment,
or anything that could help your
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The new 911 GT2RS Clubsport unveiled at the LA Auto Show
last month (photo courtesy of Stephen Krupnick)
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book. I can’t wait to see one or more
of these at our races next year!
The other big event on my calendar is the PRI trade show in Indianapolis. If you are not familiar with
PRI, think the SEMA show in Vegas
but smaller, only for the motorsports
industry and located in downtown
Indianapolis in cold (usually snowy)
early December. It is two massive
convention halls and associated hallways and side displays packed with
every racing product supplier and
machine tool manufacturer associated
with racing that you can think of; in
short, it’s pretty awesome. It is also
one of the best places on the planet to
network and find sponsors in the racing world, which is why I am there.
While the show is very American muscle heavy in its displays and exhibitors, there are still several companies
creating products associated with
sports car racing. Thus, it is relevant
for us, even though there were more
pictures of Porsches in the convention
center than actual Porsches.
The event has been successful for
Club Racing in the past and I expect
that will continue as it offers something that will never go out of style,
the ability to meet face-to-face with
people and communicate to them
why our program is special, and why
they should be part of it. PCA Club
Racing is a unique draw because of
the people involved, because of you.
We are a demographic that advertisers want to reach, and companies
want to use their products. Overall
the message was clear, the partners
we have had over the years appreciate
and value their association with PCA
Club Racing. That is a direct result
of the exposure they have received to
our racers and the business you have
provided back to them. We are in
good standing now, and I expect to
be for some time to come.
As the season begins, keep an eye on
the Club Racing Facebook and Instagram accounts because that is where I
will be publishing news on sponsors
and contingencies as they develop.
You can find links to both on the
home page of pcaclubracing.org.
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Three images of the new 992 iteration of the 911. The
cutaway view shows some of the things going on under
the skin of this new 911 (photos courtesy of Porsche AG)
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Thinking About Rules
WA LT F R I C K E

•

TECHNICAL & RULES

GT Formula

Eleven years ago Donna Amico
put together a group of racers and
shop owners/mechanics and came up
with the formulas used to determine
what cars modified to PCA GT class
rules (which are pretty minimal) had
to weigh in the various GT classes.
It was based on engine displacement
and type - air versus water cooling,
turbo versus normally aspirated, and
some characteristics of the DOHC
water cooled engines.
This appears to have worked as well
as could be expected, but Porsche
never just sits still. In particular, the
engine nominal maximum power per
liter chart does not account for direct
fuel injection or twin turbos.
Some of Porsche’s improvements,
like variable cam timing, may have
little to do with the wide open throttle status we all believe we have our
cars in on the track when not braking. But what about DFI? All things
being equal, does a DFI motor
produce more power per liter? Is
the turbo multiplier (not expressed
directly, but as a much higher HP/L
number in the chart) adequate for
the current generation of turbos, all
of which I think are twins? The 993
Turbo was the first street twin, but
I think there was little experience
concerning amateur racing with that
engine in 2007.
Rule Book Weight Chart

One of the key parts of the PCA
Club Racing Rule Book is its Weight
Chart. It is over nine pages of lists
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of Porsche sports cars, by racing
class, giving (in most cases) their
model years, a model name, and,
most importantly, a minimum class
weight. For the Stock classes, their
factory horsepower and the ratio of
minimum weight to horsepower is
also given. This year the book adds
some additional information, such
as differentiation between sub-models, like 997.1 (port injection) and
997.2 (direct injection), and nominal engine displacement (what
Porsche called the engine’s size in
liters to one decimal place, typically
rounded up).
It is a given that there are some
errors in these listings. It is sometimes hard to determine which
years were the first or last for a
given model. They are introduced
at sort of random times in advance
of being available, or sometimes in
Europe a year in advance of North
America, and sometimes a given
calendar year has two of the same
model.
Porsche’s sales literature gives the
horsepower figure according to the
DIN (German Industrial Standards)
specification (usually abbreviated as
“PS” for Pferdestarke) rather than the
SAE or some other standard normal
for the US. For current models, the
PS figure is about two horsepower
higher than the US figure. These figures in PS are what the rule book has
used for at least the last seven years.
It is not worthwhile to sort that out,
because we don’t dyno cars.

Additionally, the Rule Book
weight for the newer cars in Stock
is based on Porsche’s published curb
weight, plus 150 pounds. That is
only roughly what a given street
model, with a greater or lesser number of factory options when new,
actually weighed before a racer got
his hands on it.
If you see some mistakes in the
figures in the weight chart which are
not related to factory curb weight or
different ways to configure an engine
for horsepower testing, please let me
know. I know rather a lot about early
911s through the 3.2s, but comparatively little about more modern
models, and keeping track of all this
has to be a collective and collaborative effort.

mit Point race, which led to a request
by a number of stock class racers that
PCA require rain lights. The regular
tail lights were not as bright as the
conditions warranted. Stock (and
Prepared) rules do not allow deletion
of the tail lights, but no rule requires
them to be functional the way brake
lights are regulated.
Given the history of this matter,
no rain light requirement has been
adopted for 2019, but the rule book
has added it to the list of recommendations. Racers should give serious consideration to adding a rain
light. It should be simple enough to
attach one in the center of the rear of
the car, and control it with the tail
light control from the stock lighting
switch on the dash.
The rules for most classes allow
removal of the head lights. However,
it is good practice to have functioning head lights when racing in the
rain (not just the wet where traction is affected, but where the combination of heavy rain and rooster

tails from standing water seriously
degrade vision). Being able to see
overtaking cars in your mirrors is
just about as important as keeping
track of cars ahead of you. The prudent racer, if headlamps have been
removed, should keep them in the
trailer, and maintain the wiring so
they, like windshield wipers, can
easily be reinstalled at the track if
needed.
New Front Car Number Rule

The requirement for the front car
number has been changed. The rule
specifies its color, size, and placement. Here is where it goes, up on
the windshield. As long as they
match, you can keep your old numbers on the hood if you wish, and
the Scruts and Timing Techs will no
longer harass you for having Gothic
type at an angle in a corner of the
hood, surrounded by a fancy wrap.
These numbers (half the size of the
8” numbers previously required)
stand out remarkably well.

Minimum Class Weight

In addition, all cars (except GT1
and GTP) are now required to have
their minimum class weight on the
driver’s door. It just has to be easy for
someone working the scales to spot
and read while standing by that door.

Rain Lights

Two years ago there was a rules
proposal requiring rain lights on
cars raced in the rain. Rain lights
got their start on formula type cars
which never had lighting of any sort
to begin with, and typically had
no fenders, bumpers, etc. They are
designed to be high intensity and to
flash red. These days they typically
are LEDs. There is an FIA standard
for them, and they cost a couple of
hundred dollars, though it should be
possible to fabricate one for rather
less. The comments received about
this being a requirement were generally negative, so it was not made a
requirement.
It rained heavily at the 2018 SumJANUARY - MARCH 2019
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Rennsport Reunion VI

Having now had the pleasure
of attending Rennsport Reunions
II-VI, and having the last three at
Laguna Seca (the first track I ever set
wheels on), and living in Southern
California, anticipating Rennsport
Reunion is something that pretty
much never leaves my consciousness.
I became CRN editor with the January 2015 issue. RRV was later that
September. It took me quite awhile
to feel comfortable with this job, so
I attended RRV more as a general
spectator than CRN editor.
This year was different. Not only
did I know a good many of the racers, I had a better idea of what I was
doing. Every driver I spoke with was
beyond excited about being part of
RRVI. The Sholar-Friedman Cup
group seemed to always be the first
session out in the morning which,
as I was told, usually meant a delay
because of early morning fog. Our
guys had six track sessions, two on
Thursday, one each Friday and Saturday, and a practice and race on
Sunday. So, for Friday and Saturday
our drivers were done with the track
by 8:25AM. Someone suggested
that I take walk the pits interviewing drivers. I soon realized that the
drivers, for the most part, were out
and about enjoying the event. Consequently, I didn’t get a lot of interviewing done, but I did manage to
do a lot of work, especially with several of our photographers. Enjoy the
Rennsport images and stories scattered throughout this issue.
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Ted Lighthizer took these photos of Patrick Long
getting ready for the tractor race and Motorsports
artist Bill Patterson hard at work
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Pro & Club Motorsports
Insurance Programs
Vehicle Dynamics?
You may have heard about vehicle
dynamics and know about it, but it
is the basic physics that dictate what
you can and cannot do with a car. We
have all tried to defy the laws of physics (and lost). If you are not familiar with this subject (or just need to
refresh the dynamics) it will truly
help your driving on track. Some of
this will seem very basic, but don’t
give up and stop reading; there are
subtleties that you will get something
out of. Let’s get to it.
Let’s start with weight transfer
(it’s actually force transfer for you
engineers). If we are driving along
with a full cup of coffee sitting on
the dash and hit the brakes or just
come off the throttle, the hot coffee
spills forward. If we hit the throttle
the coffee spills to the rear. We will
call this weight transfer. Along with
weight transfer we gain grip. If we
transfer the weight to the front we
gain front grip but lose rear grip. All
we are doing is managing where the
grip is. We can’t actually gain more
grip overall.
When we accelerate we transfer
the weight (and thus grip) to the
rear. If we know about weight transfer we have already thought about
transferring weight front and rear,
but side to side weight transfer is very
important too.
When we are approaching a corner from a straight, as we turn the
steering wheel, initially the first
thing that happens is the weight
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transfers to the side. We control
how quickly the weight transfers
to the side by how quickly we turn
the steering wheel. We also control
how quickly we transfer the weight
back to center as we exit a corner by
how quickly we unwind the steering
back to straight. This is important
because rubber tires do not like to
be loaded abruptly.
Next let’s talk about braking. If we
want to stop as quickly as possible,
we would push the brake pedal as
quick as we can without locking up
the brakes and keep the tires at their
threshold of lock up all the way to a
stop. We don’t want to stop because
we have to think about the corner
we are approaching. Braking not
only slows the car but does two other

things: it puts the weight and grip
on the front tires and also tasks the
front tires to stop. That’s better for
stopping but not as good for turning.
A tire has three jobs: stop, corner,
and accelerate, but they can all only
add up to 100% grip. If we brake
too hard and try to turn we give up
the turning ability of the tire. This
is why weight management is more
important than braking hard at the
turn-in point of a corner. We want
a light brake on while turning in
(too much brake reduces the tire grip
available to turn and not enough
brake reduces weight transfer/grip to
the front tires). Another phenomenon of braking is the brake release.
Physics dictate that the quicker
you release the brake while turning

Insurance Office of America (IOA) is proud to
introduce its Motorsports Insurance Program.
As a provider in all 50 States and most foreign
countries, this exclusive new program is designed
for most operations associated with Pro or
Club Motorsports. The coverage forms for the
Motorsports Program are broad with a tailored
approach for unique coverage circumstances.

Let our experience team of consultants evaluate your
insurance needs to take control of long-term risk
management costs.
Products offered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shop/Auto Coverage
Business Personal Property
Building Coverage
Business Income & Extra Expense
Owners & Sponsors
No Coinsurance
Loss Based on Agreed Value Basis
Electronic Data
Motorsports Events
Contingent/Prize Indemnity

UNDERWRITING INFORMATION REQUIRED:
• Motorsports Applications
• Current Loss Runs 5 Years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race Owners & Sponsors Liability
Foreign Liability
Excess Limits Liability
Workers’ Compensation
Off Track & Storage
Special Events
Business Insurance
Commercial Automobile
Garage Keepers Liability
On-Track Physical Damage

•

Copy of Contracts/Sponsorship
Agreements
Workers’ Compensation Experience
Modification

•

For more information and to request an application call 407.212.3542
or email motorsports@ioausa.com

the quicker the rear loses grip. This
seems counter to what we might
think since releasing the brake transfers weight off the front and moving
grip back, but the instant the brake
comes off the chassis that was being
held back now springs forward and
up. This makes the rear come up initially, losing grip.
This means we can’t have too much
brake on at the turn-in point of a
corner or we are forced to release the
brake too quickly, resulting in loss
of grip on the rear initially. We can
only have a #3 brake pressure (out
of 10 for lockup or abs) at the turn
in point. We must reduce the brake
pressure before the turn in point to
get down to that #3 at turn-in. This
is where weight management is a
higher priority than braking late.
This is why you can’t brake as hard
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for one corner as another. You can
brake really hard after a long straight
into a slow hairpin because there is
time to reduce brake pressure to #3
before turn-in. You can’t brake hard
if you are approaching a corner that
is not much slower than the speed
approaching it because there isn’t time
to reduce brake pressure slow enough.
To summarize a corner technique:

• Approaching a corner from a
straight, brake as hard as
possible without locking the
tires but get back to
a #3 pressure at turn in.
• Turn slightly first to put weight on
the outside tires then continue
turning for corner (just pay
attention to loading outside
tires) while releasing the last

5% of brake pressure SLOWLY
• Lightly touch throttle initially
to transfer weight/grip to rear,
then proceed with power as
accepted
• Unwind steering and pay
attention to weight transfer
coming back to center (if you
are in a series of turns, for
example, a left followed by
right or vice versa – unwind
steering slow and turn slow for
next opposite corner slow to
control weight transfer and
loading tires).
Now with these physics in mind,
go drive and pay attention to how
they affect the car. Always drive by
physics — not emotion.

JANUARY - MARCH 2019
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Aug 31 – Sep 2
Chicago

*** As of January 15, 2019

Dates
Region/Zone

Event
Additional info

This schedule will be updated as new information is available

		
Feb 1 – 3
Sebring International Raceway *
Suncoast Florida/Gold Coast
944 Cup South
		
Feb 22 - 24
NOLA Motorsports Park *
Whiskey Bay
944 Cup South/Southwest
		
Mar 23 - 24
Thunderhill Raceway
Golden Gate
West Coast Series
		
Mar 29 - 31
Circuit of the Americas
944 Cup Southwest
		
Mar 29 - 32
Auto Club Speedway*
Zone 8
West Coast Series
		
Apr 12 - 14
Road Atlanta*
Peachstate
944 Cup South, Triple Trofeo, 911 Cup, PCA Clubsport
		
Apr 26 - 27
Lime Rock Park
Connecticut Valley
944 Cup North, Vintage, 911 Cup, PCA Clubsport
		
Apr 27 - 28
Heartland Motorsports Park
Kansas City
944 Cup Southwest
		
May 17 - 19
Mid Ohio*
Mid Ohio
944 Cup MidWest, Triple Trofeo, Vintage, 911 Cup,
PCA Clubsport
		
May 18 - 19
Buttonwillow
Golden Gate
West Coast Series
		
May 31 – Jun 2
Watkins Glen*
Zone 1
944 Cup North
		
Jun 1 - 2
Hastings
Great Plains
944 Cup MidWest
		
Jun 21 - 23
VIR*
Zone 2
944 Cup South/North, Vintage, 911 Cup, PCA Clubsport
		
Jul 19 - 21
WeatherTech Raceway Laguna Seca *
Golden Gate
West Coast Series
		
Jul 27 - 28
Brainerd*
Nord Stern
944 Cup MidWest
		
Aug 2 - 4
CTMP (Mosport)*
Upper Canada
944 Cup North
		
Aug 16 - 18
NJMP*
944 Cup North

18
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Event Contact
Dan Smithyman 954.224.4717
dansmithyman@bellsouth.net
Ron Gaubert 337.280.2550
rongaubert@cox.net
James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
Michael Stein 713.542.4928
drivingcoachmike@gmail.com
Tom Brown 760.505.3286
Tb911@tbsoftware.net
Mike Hopper 770.330.6282
Hopperm993@gmail.com
Mark Lewis 203.767.3083
clubracedirector@cvrpca.org

Road America*
944 Cup MidWest, Triple Trofeo, Vintage, 911 Cup,
PCA Clubsport
		
Sep 7 - 8
Thunderhill Raceway
Golden Gate
West Coast Series
		
Sep 20 - 22
Summit Point*
Vintage, 944 Cup North
		
Sep 21 - 22
High Plains*
West Coast Series
		
Oct 25 - 27
Daytona*
PCA Clubsport, 911 Cup, 944 Cup South
		
Oct 26 - 27
Sonoma Raceway
Golden Gate
West Coast Series
		
Nov 2 - 3
Buttonwillow*
West Coast Series
		
Nov 9 - 10
Motorsport Ranch*
944 Cup Southwest
		
*Indicates an Enduro

Keith Clark 630.514.5937
kc_design@sbcglobal.net
James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

COME TO CANADA

David Stadtmueller 816.510.4832
porschekc@gmail.com
Chip Henderson 614.491.0150
club.race@morpca.org
James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
Pete Tremper 609.221.3854
tremper9146@aol.com
Joe Chambers 402.250.7032
gprpres@gmail.com

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

Terry Cassan 613.848.1301
tcassan@interlog.com
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RENNSPORT REUNION VI
AND PCA CLUB RACING

to the Porsche Park in the paddock
for more gathering, food and drink.
Friday night in the Porsche Park
included a concert with Perry Farrell
of Jane’s Addiction and Seal.
Our practice sessions were the first
run group in the morning. Even
though we had extensive fog delays,
our racers were given the track time
that was scheduled. We would like
to acknowledge PMNA, the WeatherTech track management and
SCRAMP for the hospitality they
extended to our racers, volunteers
and fans.
And finally, a thank you to the
52 racers who proudly showed that
PCA Club racing is a multi-class
racing series. The Sholar-Friedman
PCA group had power ranging from
a Daytona prototype, 991.2, Caymans, 911s, Boxsters to even a 944.
After four days of using good judgment we left the Laguna Race track
with no contact incidents. It was our
pleasure to see 52 racers and fans
enjoy Rennsport Reunion VI.

Facing page: Club Racing Chair Vicki Earnshow with PCA
Club Racing founder, Alan Friedman
Above: BRR Racing was Club Racing headquarters during
Rennsport Reunion. On Thursday after the track went cold,
they hosted a social event for all Club Racers and family
and friends

STORY BY VICKI EARNSHAW; PHOTOS BY STEPHEN KRUPNICK & RYAN HOLST

P

CA Club Racing was invited
to the Rennsport Reunion VI,
allowing 52 racers the opportunity to race at this historic event
which occurs every 3-4 years. The
Sholar-Friedman PCA group had
187 registrations and the first task
was to choose the 52 racers. We had
three areas of criteria:
1. The frequency raced with PCA
the last two years
2. Those who gave volunteer time
to our club
3. An attempt to represent all geographical PCA Zones.
There were pre- and post-event
situations that were different for this
event. We were attending as guests,
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which meant we needed to be patient
for information to be released.
One of the hardest tasks at RRVI is
assigning the limited paddock space.
The WeatherTech Laguna organizers required racers to share paddock
space. Racers’ space was determined
by how many race cars they could
gather for their compound. Even
after reporting this information to
the organizers, the designated area
was not released to racers until they
arrived at the track for check in. (As
far as post-race tear down there were
83,000 spectators attending, and
tear down and leaving the paddock
area only started after the last race
to not cause congestion and delays
during race day.)

But once race set up was completed, this was an awesome event.
Our racers were amazed to witness
collections of Porsches that are only
seen in books or museums. So many
accomplished Porsche drivers were
walking through the paddock
PCA greatly appreciated the hospitality from BR Racing, allowing us to
share their paddock space for meetings and the Thursday night PCA
Club Race Social. The social was
generously supported by donations
from BR Racing, Jim Cullen (JSI
Logistics), Denis and Len Maynard
from Trespass Vineyard/Encroachment Wines, and Kevin Roush. After
our evening of camaraderie an invitation from PMNA was extended
JANUARY - MARCH 2019
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WHEN GREAT MINDS THINK ALIKE
GREAT THINGS HAPPEN
LIKE PORSCHE’S RENNSPORT REUNION
STORY BY JOE RUSZ; PHOTOS BY RICH CHENET

T

his is one of those “chicken
or the egg” conundrums. As
in, “which came first?” Was it
the idea of Brian Redman, a Porsche
racing icon whose vintage sports car
racing association, Intercontinental
Events, caught the attention of automotive enthusiasts when it staged
the “Double Fifty Celebration,” an
event honoring a half-century of
Porsche racing and five decades of
road racing at Watkins Glen? Or
was it the brainchild of Bob Carlson,
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Porsche Cars North America’s innovative public relations manager, who
couldn’t help but notice the drawing
power of Porsche at both the “Double Fifty” and the Monterey Historic
Races where Porsche was the featured
marque in August 1998? The Porsche
factory agreed to ship several racing
cars from its museum to America for
both of those events, and although
I wasn’t in “the room where it happened,” to quote “Hamilton,” it’s
safe to say that Carlson and Redman

collaborated and, long story short,
Rennsport Reunion was born.
Don’t
bother
looking
up
“Rennsport” in your German dictionary. The word is a neologism,
a made-up name that essentially
means “racing sport.” Porsche had
been kicking the word around for
decades, attaching it to the numerical assignations of numerous variants, like Carrera RS, for example.
It had a nice Teutonic ring to it, but
it was also catchy and easy to master

by foreigners like us. Suffice to say,
“Reunion,” spoke for itself.
As iconic as the name had become,
back in 1998 when the Rennsport
idea was first pitched to the Porsche
brass in Germany, you could have
heard eyes roll. “Why would we ever
want to do that,” the bosses asked?
Or words to that effect. But Carlson,
a California newspaperman who
moved into PR when he went to
work for the late Al Holbert, then the
head of Porsche Motorsports North
America, would not be denied. “He
begged, borrowed and stole from
the budgets of every department
at PCNA, to raise the seed money
for Rennsport,” said a longtime
acquaintance. Fortunately, PCNA’s
president Fred Schwab backed Carlson, who also elicited support from
the late Bob Snodgrass and Hurley
Haywood of Brumos Racing, and on
July 27, 2001, Rennsport Reunion
sprang to life – at Lime Rock Park
where some 15,000 spectators
would stream through the gates in
the course of the three-day-long
event. While enjoying the sights and
sounds of 300 vintage Porsche racing cars from 356s to 917/30s, fans
also rubbed elbows with the legends
who drove them – Redman, Haywood, Jacky Ickx, Derek Bell, Vic
Elford, George Follmer, Bob Akin,
David Murry, Elliott Forbes-Robinson, Milt Minter and Mike Keyser,
to name more than a few, and even
the engineers who built them, most
notably, Norbert Singer, best remembered for Moby Dick, his outrageous
935/78.
Roger Penske arrived late for the
event, straight from a board of directors meeting at GE. When asked if
he’d ever driven a 917/30, a car he
was instrumental in developing, he
said “no,” but that he’d like to. Told
that he’d need a helmet and a driving
suit, he promptly dispatched a colleague, who retrieved Roger’s racing
gear from Penske’s limo. “I never go
anywhere without it,” he reportedly
said, before suiting up and climbing
aboard the Sunoco Blue racer, one of
two present that weekend.

Rennsport’s rich pageantry would
continue, but not at Lime Rock.
Although RR1 was an intimate
clubby affair, the quaint Connecticut
track, chosen in part because its East
Coast location was relatively close
to Europe and the Porsche factory.
But it proved to be too small and
too distant from major hotels and
such. Plus the area’s archaic blue laws
didn’t allow racing on Sunday.
Enter another East Coast circuit
with an even richer history and
legendary status: Daytona, which
was certainly big enough and close

Facing page: Rennsport Reunion 1 at Lime Rock Park
Top: Bob Carlson, the man who started it all
Center: Brian & James Redman presenting Milt Milter with lifetime achievement award
Bottom: Brian and Bob presenting the Bob Akin award
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to lodging, restaurants and a swell
beach. Plus at Daytona, you could
race on Sundays. Hell, you could
even race around the clock! And the
airport was literally right next door.
Thanks to Carlson’s friendship with
Jim France, NASCAR’s owner and
son of the track’s founder, William
“Big Bill” France Sr., a deal was
struck for Daytona to host Rennsport
Reunion in 2004.
The sprawling facility easily
accommodated everything Porsche
presented including more than 550
Porsche racing cars. Car owners loved
Daytona where many housed their
cars in enclosed garages. The drivers, liked it too, especially the hundreds of club racers who relished the
thought of wheeling their Porsches
around the Speedway’s legendary
3.56-mile road course. Unfortunately, the spectator base was thin
(the crowd count at the Rolex 24
sports car race had always been a fraction of the Daytona 500’s NASCAR
event), but even so, Rennsport III
was held there. After that, however,
the powers that be at Porsche started
looking for a location that would
better suit all of Rennsport’s needs.
Reflecting on the reception Porsche
received at the Monterey Historics in
1998, Porsche’s planners, which now
included the marketing department,
turned their thoughts to Laguna
Seca, a West Coast motorsports
mecca in California, the heart of
Porsche country.

Rotors, Hats &
Big Brake Kits
Street & track pads for your Porsche

Receive a FREE fleece lined helmet
bag with each helmet purchase!

It’s the most effective
heat prevention
system.
Full systems,
replacement
parts &
accessories
available
Cool-a-Clava
Helmet Cooling Insert

Harnesses, Nets,
Restraints

Top right: Joe Rusz, a member of
PCAs Grand Prix Region (near Long
Beach, CA) at a recent Breakfast
Meeting with his 1967 911
Bottom right: The Road & Track
article written by Tom Bryant about
he and Joe Rusz at Rennsport
Reunion I. Because it was the first
Rennsport Reunion, that name did
not appear in the title of the article, so it took some time to find it
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Unfortunately,
planning
for
Rennsport IV stalled after Carlson died in December 2008 after
a long battle with cancer. Without
Rennsport’s captain at the tiller,
four years passed before PCNA’s
PR director Bernd Harling convinced CEO Detlev von Platen to
continue with, and build upon, the
tradition that Bob had started. It all
came together at Laguna Seca in
mid-October 2011when more than
35,000 Porsche enthusiasts gathered together to make RRIV the
most successful reunion ever, or at
least, up to that point. Comedian
and consummate Porsche collector
Jerry Seinfeld and retired Porsche
engineer Norbert Singer served as
co-grand marshals of the gala, which
von Platen said, “exceeded our wildest expectations,” and made Laguna
Seca the obvious choice as the setting
for the next Rennsport Reunion.
Celebrating the marque’s successes
at Le Mans, Porsche chose six-time
winner Jacky Ickx and three-timer

Hurley Haywood, who’s also a fivetime Daytona 24 Hours winner,
to serve as co-grand marshals of
Rennsport Reunion V. More than
320 Porsche racing cars competing
in seven classes provided the on-track
action, but most of the 57,000-plus
spectators simply enjoyed getting up
close and personal with the hundreds
of classic Porsche’s racers on display
in the paddock and in the infield
– when not collecting autographs
or shopping for Porsche-phernalia.
And as if to underscore the popularity of the brand, 1,400 road-going Porsches of every type filled the
PCA’s Porsche Corral.
Obviously, Porsche had a winner
on its hands, but what would the
company do for an encore? Return
to Laguna Seca, of course. In late
September 2018, Rennsport VI
became, for the first time, a fourday affair where more than 81,000
Porsche fans attended. Porsche owners and vintage racers collectively
paid thousands of dollars to display

and race their cars in front of thousands of other fans of the marque
who were equally happy to pay thousands of dollars to see those cars and
over-indulge themselves in all things
Porsche. And that’s what can happen
when great minds think alike.
Ed: I’ve always enjoyed reading anything written by Joe, currently a senior
editor for Porsche Panorama who also
spent 42 years at Road & Track as Editor at Large and Porsche specialist.
You can read more from Joe on his
website: “Joe Rusz at large” at
www.JoeRusz.com.
It is a pleasure to have Joe as a fellow member of the Grand Prix Region
and, unless he and Carolyn are off on a
cruise somewhere (which happens quite
often) you’ll find Joe at our monthly
Breakfast Meeting in Seal Beach.
I am so grateful to have this article from a renowned writer who was
there from the beginning of Rennsport.
There’s just not another event like this
anywhere, anytime!
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JUST OUTSIDE OF MONTEREY
STORY BY SCOTT PLUNKETT; PHOTOS BY STEVE GELDMAN, STEPHEN KRUPNICK & SCOTT PLUNKETT

J

ust outside of Monterey, California, as three F-16 fighter jets flew
overhead on a sunny, 70-degree day,
Klaus Zellmer, CEO Porsche North
America, made his opening comments on the main stage, welcoming everyone to Rennsport Reunion
VI. In short, this event gathered
seventy years of automotive history
and eighty race-winning Porsches,
comprising fifty victorious drivers
(including our own David Murry),
as well as the engineers who designed
and built them.
Not only would the main stage
soon serve as the venue to introduce
the new 935, it was also where PCA
Club Racing winners would be recognized for their achievements, as
well as a platform for all ticket holders to meet their favorite drivers,
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such as Derek Bell and Patrick Long.
Overall, the energy was incredible
as the day was filled with seven run
groups on the track and, all around
the infield, upwards of eighty thousand Porsche enthusiasts. Kicking
things off by tapping a keg of German
beer, rubber mallet and all, PCA made
it a party we wouldn’t soon forget much like something from my college
days, but with much better beer.
Rewinding a bit, at David Murry’s
suggestion to apply, Vicki Earnshaw
shared the news of my RRVI acceptance while sitting on the grid at
Road Atlanta. I’d of course heard so
many great things about the event,
a creation of marketing guru Bob
Carlson, General Manager of Public Relations North America. Before
losing his life to cancer in 2008, Bob

had successfully orchestrated the first
three Rennsport Reunions. As a gathering of the biggest car clubs/enthusiasts in the world, it was his vision
to bring the entire Porsche family
together. Not only did Bob end up
putting together the best Porsche
party in the world, along the way he
made a monumental impact, serving as an unbeatable liaison between
Porsche and the media, a role that
would, among other things, include
highlighting the capabilities of the
Boxster, 996, 997 Carrera, Cayman
and Cayenne.
Not far from our home in Memphis, I grew up on a farm in Eastern Arkansas, where entertainment
didn’t come easy. My need for speed
started early, first with a go-kart.
Early on, when the accelerator broke

on my go-kart, with no money for
genuine replacement parts, my dad
and I welded a hand-adjusted throttle lever from an old lawnmower
onto the kart, near the driver’s right
hip; because of its static position, I’m
pretty sure I had the first ever cruise
control. As a teen my interest escalated to motorcycles; a fan of jumps
and wheelies, this phase did not end
well. It was later, in 1983, when my
Porsche experience began after purchasing a used 924 from a guy in a
neighboring community. Perhaps the
only Porsche owner in the county, I
was very proud of that car, not caring
it wasn’t the finest model ever built.
It didn’t matter; it was all I could
afford, and it was my beginning for a
Porsche obsession I have to this day.
Early in 2017, my wife Susan and I
were planning a trip to Paris to celebrate our 25th wedding anniversary.
As it became time to book flights and
hotels, with European terrorist activity seemingly impossible to ignore,
we made a decision not to go. As an
alternative, albeit more my idea than
hers, I asked if she would be willing
to travel to Watkins Glen for a PCA
Club race. Surprised she said yes, it
turns out my luck didn’t end there.
Knowing I was already hoping to be
a part of RRVI, she suggested Carmel, CA as a destination to celebrate
twenty-five years together. To say the
least, I was blown away.
We left Memphis mid-afternoon
on Sunday, September 23rd, four
days prior to the iconic photo shoot
of 30-plus Porsche Race Cars sitting
on the track, led by a 917 and a 550
Spyder. Set to arrive in Monterey at
10pm PST, our scheduled four hour
layover in Phoenix turned into nine
as we arrived at 3am PST on Monday (5am back home).
Not the best of starts to our trip,
things soon turned for the better. We
rented a convertible and made our
way up and around iconic 17-mile
drive, enjoying stunning views of
the Pacific coastline. Also towards
the beginning of our stay, we took
off on a whale-watching excursion;
over three hours, we were fortunate

to take in multiple sightings. From
there, our visit continued to be
memorable as we enjoyed some of
the area’s great restaurants and shops,
as well as some time spent with close
friends Tim and Sherry Romanow,
also from Memphis (they happened
to be nearby as they spent the first
part of the week in Napa, wanting to

get a taste of Rennsport).
The scene at RRVI was hard to
imagine. Close to the track, the Heritage Tent covered eighty race-winning Porsches, including in-car video
on a big screen of the record-setting
lap at Nurburgring. Right next to the
tent was the paddock for all of the
track cars; just as with the race-winJANUARY - MARCH 2019
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ning cars, visitors could get close ups
and take pictures. You could purchase
anything from t-shirts to custom
built headers from the many vendors
stationed outside the paddock. Food
and drinks were plentiful.
I made it a point to walk every aisle
and take a look at almost every car
on hand. Drivers, crew members and
fans mingled about, enjoying each
other’s company. More specifically,
each PCA Club racing driver had a
detailed biography, listing race experience and involvement alongside a
personal photo and car. In addition,
as an event favor, as participants we
received a miniature RRVI race helmet with our names on them. In
making the rounds, not far from our
Autometrics tent, was Patrick Long’s
paddock spot; the only current
American Factory Porsche Driver, he
could not have been nicer.
In all, we got in six sessions on
WeatherTech Laguna Seca, the last
of which was our PCA Club Race.
We were sent out to the splitter as
four Thunderbird pilots were present in the false grid – given our
admiration of them, it was obviously
pretty cool that these guys were there
watching us. As a whole, the race
was fairly clean with one double
yellow - someone exited turn 2 on
three wheels (hopefully that led to
minimal damage). As for the track,
Laguna Seca is very special, characterized by its corkscrew, various
undulation changes, blind corners
and overall speed.
In closing, it’s hard to do justice
in writing about my RRVI experience. But I can say, without a doubt,
if given the opportunity to go (as a
driver or not), you should just go!
You’ll be part of a love affair for a
brand that is unbeatable.
Rennsport Reunion VI, Porsche
Heaven!

Ed: I thought the photos were
pretty self-explanatory. There
were lots of ways to have fun at
Rennsport Reunion VI
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CLUB RACING BRINGS
USAF THUNDERBIRDS TO
RENNSPORT REUNION VI
STORY & PHOTOS BY RYAN CARIGNAN, PCA CLUB RACING BUSINESS MANAGER

I

f you were at Rennsport Reunion
VI this year on Saturday or Sunday afternoon, you likely saw
a unique sight that had nothing to
do with the action on the track. A
perfect, precision fly-over of F-16s
performed by the US Air Force
demonstration team, the Thunderbirds. You may have wondered how
Porsche managed to orchestrate
that feat typically reserved for Super
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Bowls and World Series games; the
truth is that Porsche didn’t, but a
familiar PCA Club Racing face did.
Club Racing is a unique blend of
grassroots racers and gleaming professional teams unloading haulers
full of race cars — it is one of the
things that makes Club Racing so
special and successful. One of the
teams that is well known throughout the paddock is Mark White’s

group from Waunakee, Wisconsin:
Accumoto Motorsport. If you’re not
familiar with White or his shop, you
probably have seen his handiwork in
the paddock, at Rennsport, in the
pages of Porsche Panorama, or on the
cover the last edition of Club Racing
News. If you find yourself staring at a
meticulously built E Class air-cooled
911 with a livery that “tips the cap”
to race cars of Porsche’s past, you’re
AMERICAN DESIGNED
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familiar with what Accumoto does.
Teams like Accumoto Motorsport
provide places for people to learn
and perfect a craft, develop their
talents, or learn new ones. That is
how the story of the Thunderbird
fly-over begins, with a job offer to
a mechanic who was looking for a
change of pace.
Justin Beach had always been into
cars and racing, and knew he wanted
to make a career for himself in the
auto industry. In 2003 he went to
the Madison Area Technical College
located in Madison, Wisconsin for
a two-year Automotive Mechanic
degree. “That wasn’t enough, so I
went back for another two years for
an Automotive Collision degree,
and that’s where I was picked up
to be a tech for a racing team,” said
Beach. He interviewed with Wisconsin-based Kelly Moss Road and Race
(KMR), for a position as an auto
body specialist/fabricator and got the
job. “Kelly Moss is where my love for
Porsches and racing was developed.”
Justin learned that working in a
race shop meant doing things a little
outside the normal job description.
Employed as an automotive body
repair technician, he soon found
himself working on everything from
nut-and-bolt restorations of early
911RSs, RSRs, replicas, hot rods, to
one-off custom builds, carbon fiber
repair, and metal fabrication. As
Beach put it, “it was definitely not
your normal automotive collision
repair technician’s responsibilities.”
After working at KMR for a few
years, Justin started to moonlight on
nights and weekends at Accumoto,
detailing race cars and customer cars
at the shop. “He was initially referred
by a good friend as a detailer,” said
White. “I contracted him for a couple of projects that he ultimately did
a great job with.”
While he enjoyed his work in
racing, Beach had also developed a
desire to serve in the military. A close
friend was an active duty fire fighter
and recruited Justin. Convinced that
military service would help broaden
his abilities and make him a better
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www. SoftronicSoftware.com
email: Info@SoftronicSoftware.com

Softronic is the leading producer of racing
and street performance software.
®

person, the prospect of going from
working on race cars to working on
fighter jets was intriguing, and he
decided to take the plunge.
With a year wait before entering the Air Force, he was offered a
full-time position at Accumoto and
decided it would be a great change
of pace before he left for basic training. At Accumoto, Justin continued
working as the body guy, but he was
also introduced to more mechanical
work, like what he trained for with
his first academic program. “There
I was, a one-man-deep autobody
technician doing everything from
detailing cars to win Best of Show, to
making fiberglass panels and repairing sheet metal.”
The experience at Accumoto was
a good one. “Justin immediately
proved himself to be an extremely
hard-working and loyal member of
the team,” said White. “The only
thing that exceeded his work-ethic
was his sense of humor.”
One of his first projects as a fulltime employee was car #935, an
orange missile of a turbo, air-cooled
911 built for the GT3S class. After
a complete rebuild of the body and
motor, the car was a work of art, “My
favorite car still today,” said Beach. “I
hope to own a similar one some day.”
White went on to break several track
records and garner best-prepared car
awards at several PCA events.
There was even an attempt by
White to have Justin enter the Wisconsin Air Guard and stay on at

Accumoto instead of entering active
duty. As enticing as the offer was,
Justin made a promise to enter active
duty. “He again displayed loyalty in
wanting to honor his word with his
recruiter,” said White.
In August of 2011, Justin went
to basic training and then training
in Aircraft Structural Maintenance.
His first assignment was at Hickam
Air Force Base in Honolulu working
on the backbone of the Air Mobility
Command, the C-17 Globemaster.
With three years of experience on the
C-17, and some proper mentoring
from a flight chief and former Thunderbird team member, Justin applied
to be part of the Air Force’s premier
demonstration team. Even though
he had no previous experience with
the F-16, Justin’s evaluation scores,
supervisor recommendations, physical fitness performance, and personality were enough for him to be selected
from the large pool of volunteers.
In 2015, he moved to Nellis Air
Force Base in Las Vegas for training with the famous Thunderbirds.
Justin learned the ropes of the new
aircraft and worked his way through
several roles with the team over his
first three years. Ultimately, his performance and excellent reputation
earned him the job as Assistant
Dedicated Crew Chief (ADCC)
for Thunderbird #1, the squadron
commander’s jet. He would now be
performing in front of crowds of
millions worldwide as he prepared
the jet for flight.

Softronic®-tuned cars have won the GT Class
at the Rolex 24 at Daytona and powered every
car in the Cayman Interseries.
Softronic® software has also powered winning
cars and top finishers in the ultra-competitive
World Challenge Series, Continental Tire
SportsCar Challenge Series, and PCA races
from coast to coast.
Street or track, Softronic® software helps you
put the competition in your rear view mirror.

Spencer Cox at the wheel of his GTB1 National Championship-winning Cayman.
Enhanced with Softronic® software.
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Paddock experience prepared him
well for the military, especially for
his position with the Thunderbirds,
where teamwork is required to get
the job done, regardless of job title.
“Hands down I don’t think I would
be the person I am today in the military if it wasn’t for the experience I
had in racing. Working as a team to
get the car back on the track is like
the Thunderbirds not having all six
jets ready for a show the next day.”
Thunderbirds were the star attraction of the Salinas Airshow this year,
which happened to be the same
weekend as Rennsport. Justin was
surprised by the number of Porsches
driving around, but it wasn’t until
scrolling Instagram that he realized
what was going on. He saw a White
post showcasing one of Accumoto’s
Rennsport cars. A quick internet
search led to a phone call to White to
let him know he was in town and to
see if they could meet up. “I couldn’t
call him fast enough! We hadn’t seen
each other in years!” said Beach.
The Thunderbird squadron commander also noticed the high number of Porsches and, knowing Justin’s
racing past, asked what was going on.
Justin explained Rennsport Reunion
and what it stood for. He also took
the opportunity to ask the boss if
the team could find their way over
the track that weekend. “It was suggested as a joke,” said White. “Justin
replied (straight-faced) that his pilot
would be all-in, and since he flies the
lead jet, all the others would follow.”
The airspace between the airshow
performing area, the track, and Monterey Regional Airport was tight, but
it just might work. The Thunderbird
lead knew a slight tweak to their
flight path would lead them directly
over the track. After finishing the
Saturday performance at Salinas,
the world-famous Delta formation
of Thunderbirds rocketed over the
Corkscrew to the surprise and delight
of the crowd below. Unbeknownst
to the team, they missed the end of
the National Anthem by minutes,
not too shabby for an “un-planned”
maneuver.
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On Sunday, the team conducted
another Delta pass transitioning to a
modified “pass and review” maneuver where the crowd gets a view of
the top of the aircraft as they bank
for their turn. A sight even more
impressive if the viewer understands
that the only pilot looking at where
the formation is going is the lead
pilot and the other five aviators are
focused on the plane that is a foot or
less from their cockpit.
No reunion of old friends involving cars and airplanes would be complete without taking some time for
pictures. The Accumoto team was
quick to bring “Sanchez,” their take
on a gentlemen’s Safari 911, to the
airport to pose for a picture with
Thunderbird #1. And if you were at

Rennsport, you probably saw Beach
and some of his fellow teammates
walking around the paddock in their
tailored blue uniforms posing for
many pictures with the crowd (there
were more ladies than gentlemen
requesting a picture).
All of this reinforces the motto of
PCA: “It’s not just the cars, it’s the
people.” If it wasn’t for the relationships forged through our passion
for racing and the Porsche marque
specifically, stories like this wouldn’t
exist. The next time you’re walking
the paddock of a Club Race, take
a look at the teams prepping and
repairing cars. You never know what
this “hobby” can lead to, and what
the people you’ll meet may one day
accomplish.

Sebring Pro Technology and is the next evolution of the Supertouring seat with full
Hans compatibility. It features a 100% carbon fiber shell lined with NASA-developed
Confor® foam and integrated lateral head restraints. The carbon shell construction offers
outstanding rigidity with a 50% weight savings over fiberglass shells while the Confor®
cushions mold to the driver, absorbing 85% of initial energy distributing loads for the ultimate
in comfort and safety. With Alcantara® anti-slip fabric and leather wear patches for hardwearing good looks, dual, independent leg cushions, and a deep-sided ergonomic shape for
lateral support. Exceeds 3 times FIA 8855-1999 standards @ 63g.
Cobra Seats...the most technically advanced seats in the world!
Featuring Outlast® Technology!
Phase change materials (PCMs) are incorporated into Cobra’s
Sebring Pro to interact with the driver’s body temperature and
provides a buffer against temperature swings.

Buckley Racing
Driver’s Edge Autosport
Fall-Line Motorsports
Phoenix Performance
Race Technik

|
|
|
|
|

TX
BC
IL
PA
AZ

Authorized Centers
| 817-239-7969
Track First
| 604-298-5531
Vorshlag Motorsports
| 847-215-9500 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 610-482-0141 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 480-655-7475 Wine Country Motor Sports

|
|
|
|
|

OH
TX
CA
CO
FL

|
|
|
|
|

234-380-5978
972-422-7170
707-935-7223
303-799-6606
561-748-5328

To find a dealer near you: (714) 847-1501
or find us on the web at: cobra.subesports.com

Alloy Side Mounts
Manufactured from 5 mm high-tensile
aluminum for superior quality. FIA approved.
Available in black only.

Sube’ Sports is an authorized
North American distributor
of COBRA seats.
www.subesports.com

BUY MICHELIN® RACING TIRES FROM US. WIN RACES.

EARN MICHELIN RACING SLICKS.
®

RRVI WORKERS CHOICE
STORY BY JOHN ALLEN; PHOTOS BY RYAN HOLST

I have no words that can adequately
express my gratitude for allowing me
to attend Rennsport Reunion VI. I
knew it would be special but I was
completely blown away by the experience! I arrived at the Porsche party
somewhat late in my life. I feel I am
now part of a very special family. I
also have been dumbfounded to try
and figure out why the Workers chose
me for their special award among so
many amazing cars in the PCA race.
It’s been a rough year for me in that
car with things breaking and when
the clutch failed rolling through the
paddock early on Thursday morning
I thought I was done; My crew found
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a used clutch and slave and got it in
late Friday night. My first laps were
to qualify Saturday morning and it
was busy out there. After the re-start
in the Sunday race, I was gaining on
the Group 2 leaders and was thinking I just needed a few laps to catch
them and maybe sneak up on to the
podium. Then my e-throttle stopped
working and I coasted to a stop on
the right after Turn 5 in the safest
place I could coast to. It took me a
couple of minutes to re-cycle main
power and get going again, but I finished and took the checkered flag.
I had a blast and am still amazed
that I got to experience it!

Compete on MICHELIN® competition slick or rain tires purchased from
Jackson Motorsports and you could earn free MICHELIN racing slicks.
All open-tire GT classes are eligible for the Michelin Front Runner
Championship. For contingency terms and full details, contact Andy
Gibbons at 864-412-3683 or email him at andy.gibbons@jacksonmg.com.

SUPPORTING THE 2018 MICHELIN FRONT RUNNER
CHAMPIONSHIP FOR PCA CLUB RACING
Road Atlanta, April 6–8
Watkins Glen International, June 1–3
VIRginia International Raceway, June 22–24
Road America, September 1–3
Daytona International Speedway, October 26–28
Above: John Allen’s GT2 class 911 at
the corkscrew with Alex Steele behind
Lower: John Allen and the Worker’s
Choice Award for RRVI

Official Michelin® Tire Distributor for PCA Club Racing

RESERVE YOUR MICHELIN® RACE TIRES TODAY.

JacksonMotorsportsGroup.com | 1-800-722-3234
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RESURRECTION AT
RENNSPORT REUNION VI
STORY JEFF PAWLOWSKI, PHOTOS BY STEPHEN KRUPNICK

M

y Rennsport Reunion
weekend was already full
of anticipation and surprises when I got to the grid for the
second session on Thursday afternoon. Little did I know what was in
store for me.
During my first hot lap I heard a
noise from the front of the car entering Turn 11 at WeatherTech Laguna
Seca Raceway and the car lost power
entering the front straight. I pulled
off track to make certain I didn’t
cause issues for the other racers.
I sat in my SP3 944 on the right
side of the track for the remaining
20 minutes of the session pondering
what had happened. I assumed my
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weekend was over; what a let down
after five months of planning my trip
to the West Coast from Ohio.
After a tow back to the paddock,
the Porsche Club racing community
rallied around me. The only 944 in
the Scholar-Friedman Cup, quite a
few 944 enthusiasts stopped by when
they noticed my hood was up and
we were trying to diagnose things.
Mark Hill, the owner of Cars Plus
in Chicago, and one of our Club
Racing gang, was in California on
vacation with his wife Jenny. Luckily,
they attended Rennsport Reunion
VI on Thursday as part of their trip.
He rolled up his sleeves and started
poking around. My brother Tim, the

crew chief for the weekend, assisted.
With borrowed tools from BR Racing, Matador Racing and Niels Meissner, we started trouble shooting.
Alas, to no avail, we found ourselves
still guessing. Jeff Urines, the 944
Cup West Coast Coordinator, volunteered to help and had his family
stop to pick up a part on their drive
to Laguna Seca that we thought may
help rectify the problem. We decided
to give the repairs another go in the
morning.
Arriving at the track at 6:45
a.m. Friday morning, I found Mark
under the hood already! “I got it,” he
exclaimed! “We might get you out
for the first session today. Suit up.

Wait, first find me some wire connectors and electrical tape.”
Mark had spent Thursday night
going through things in his mind
and surmised that there was an issue
with the wiring harness. Upon closer
inspection Friday morning, he found
some of the wires had been severed.
We suspected something got picked
up on track and was thrown towards
the harness causing the failure.
Mark identified the necessary wires,
repaired them, and got the car running in time for me to make the grid
for the first, and only session on Friday. What an adrenaline rush to start
the day.
My car made it on track the rest
of the weekend, and I completed
the race on Sunday with no further
mechanical issues. What a triumph
after an inauspicious beginning!
Once the car was back in Ohio, I
took it to Steinel’s Autowerks (my
regular race shop) and Andy Smee
discovered the cause of my issue.
Some of the fan blades on the alternator were missing. That is what severed the wire harness.
My Rennsport Reunion VI weekend was salvaged thanks to the effort
of many people in the paddock.
I started Club Racing in 2011
after four seasons of Drivers Education events. Racing is the draw, but
the fellowship within the PCA Club
Racing community is what makes
race weekends so special. It really isn’t
just the cars, it’s the people. Without
them, I would have had a very short
Rennsport Reunion VI.

Facing page & Lower right:
closeup of the repaired
wiring harness
Top right: Jeff on the track
during the Sunday Sprint
race
Center: Jeff working under
the hood
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Above: Pierce Marshall
with his 1st place trophy
from the Sunday afternoon
Sholar-Friedman Cup race

AN EXCITING RACE
HAVING POWER WASN’T NECESSARILY A BLESSING
STORY BY PIERCE MARSHALL; PHOTOS BY RYAN HOLST & STEPHEN KRUPNICK

I

t was again a true privilege to
be able to participate in the
PCA Sholar-Friedman Cup at
Rennsport Reunion VI out at Laguna
Seca, and I want to thank PCA Club
Racing Chair Vicki Earnshaw and
all the members of the committee
charged with selecting the racers.
I brought my 2008 Penske Daytona Prototype out of retirement
for the event and had not driven it
in over a year. Nor had I been on
track at Laguna Seca since the last
Rennsport Reunion in 2015, so I
had some hurdles to overcome. With
our qualifying session and race being
the first sessions of each day, all the
racers were battling a cold track and
dusty conditions. Getting the tires
up to temp and finding grip was defi-
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nitely a challenge for everyone.
The Sunday race was an interesting one to say the least! In my case,
having the power of my Daytona
Prototype wasn’t necessarily a blessing. We struggled to find the right set
up to get the power to the ground all
weekend (the video of the race start
and going sideways coming onto the
front straight every lap was entertaining for those watching, I suspect), and I definitely didn’t perform
well in qualifying. I started the race
in 3rd, directly behind Robb Todd,
and then on the third lap Al Tiley
had his wild ride going down into
Turn 2 when his right front wheel
came off, bringing out an extended
yellow. Thankfully he (and the spectators that watched the tire fly over

their heads and down into a valley)
were OK.
Laguna is Robb Todd’s home track
and he did a masterful job with his
car placement throughout the race
with our nose-to-tail battle the whole
time. I kept trying to set him up for
a pass in Turn 6 by taking an unconventional line in Turn 5 to get the
car straighter on exit/to go to power
earlier and I just couldn’t pull it off.
I was fortunate to finally set him
up for a pass in Turn 11 on the 12th
lap (barely keeping him behind me
with my power-down issues) and just
two laps shy of the finish. He kept
the pressure on as we both worked
through traffic to the checker, as I
only won by 0.852 seconds. It was
definitely the highlight of the year!
JANUARY - MARCH 2019
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RENNSPORT REUNION VI
CLUB RACING PODIUM
Group 1: GTPA, GTA2,GTC6, GTC7,GT1
1st - Pierce Marshall
2nd - Robb Todd
3rd - Jesse Menczer
Group 2: GTC3, GT2, GT3, GT4, GTD,GTB3
1st - Chris Bellomo
2nd - Darrell Trouster
3rd - Rene Robichaud
Group 3: E, F, Sp911, GT5, SPB
1st - Sean Neal
2nd - Robert Murillo
3rd - Dan Martinson
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RENNSPORT PHOTOS
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Facing page: Team photo circa
2014 (Dan Weyland, Colin Thompson, Wayne Ducote, team owner
Jeff Stone, Bill Peluchiwski, Seth
Davidow, David Ducote
Top right: Colin Thompson at
Limerock on his way to winning a
2014 IMSA Championship
Center right: Jesse Lazare at Sebring enroute to a 2016 record win
season and championship
Bottom right: Peter Laughlin at
Watkins Glen

AN OVERNIGHT SUCCESS
30 YEARS IN THE MAKING
STORY BY CHARISSA COBB, KELLY-MOSS ROAD AND RACE

I

t started in 1988 with a gentleman who wanted to go racing and
a guy that knew a bit about it.
Madison business man Rich
Moskalik, a car enthusiast with a
passion for the Porsche brand. Rich
and his wife, Kathy Kellogg, also had
a home in St. Petersburg, Florida
during the heyday of the “gray market” car era, which led Rich to the
ownership of a boutique exotic car
dealership, Euro Imports.
David Stone, wanting to make a
change from the construction industry (and having been in many types
of racing from a very young age)
took the role of GM in the service
department at Euro Imports.
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Two Porsches would come and go
from the shop. They had some track
related (mainly safety) modifications,
not very well done. David mentioned
them to Rich, who asked him to
correct them. Soon after Rich asked
David to inspect his northern stable
in Madison, Wisconsin. Eventually
Rich’s northern stable was brought
up to the highest standards of performance and safety.
You’re beginning to see the story
unfold, right? Rich asked David if he
would consider moving to Wisconsin
to start a Porsche racing team. Once
the details were agreed to, David
moved to Madison in May of 1988
and Kelly-Moss Motorsports was born.

Until his time with Euro Imports,
David had barely even looked under
the hood of a Porsche or competed
in road racing. His first exposure to
the sport was attending the 12 Hours
of Sebring in 1967. This was followed by more Sebring events and a
high school road trip with buddies to
Mid-Ohio in 1971 that turned into
more of a party at the KOA campground (but that’s another story).
At a young age, David learned that
the fastest way to learn about what
you didn’t know was to put your ego
aside and expose yourself to the best
and brightest in that area.
In the beginning David was a oneman show (with the exception of

fly-in help (you’ll see this come up
again later)). He swept the floors,
built the cars, loaded and unloaded
the trucks and drove them all over
the country to the races and so on.
In order to accelerate the learning
curve David and Rich hired the best
they could find to learn from on a
temporary basis.
KMM’s first event was the IMSA
Firestone Firehawk race at Road
Atlanta in 1989... And they won! It was
enough encouragement to lead KMM
into the future and establish themselves as a successful (and often dominant) force in any series of racing they
chose to participate in. The 1989 win
at Road Atlanta was fuel for encouragement to forge ahead. 1990-1992
saw David, Rich and the all-volunteer team move into their future of
road racing. It was a more than fulltime affair. During this time, David’s
younger brother Jeff came on board
as a fly-in crewmember.
Jeff and David worked side-byside through thick and thin, ups and
downs, every step of the way as Jeff
also moved to Wisconsin to run the
team and become co-owner of Kelly-Moss. Some of the early drivers
that led to the successes, aside from
Rich himself, were Bob Strange, Jeff
Purner, Paul Tosi, Bobby Akin, Nick
Ham, James Weaver, Price Cobb,
Maro Baldi and many others.
KMM won the 1990 Firehawk
Championship with Rich and Jeff
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Purner driving. It was an outstanding
first year of full-time road racing. In
1991 KMM finished a disappointing
2nd in the Championship, missing
first place by just a few points.
After the 1990 win with their
home brewed Porsche 944 S2s, the
Porsche factory built just seven special S2’s that became known as the
“Super 7” based on the details of
the KMM built S2 (but that also is
another story).
Having come so close to a repeat
championship in ‘91, David and
Rich knew some changes had to be
made internally. From that point, the
entire KMM effort was based out of
and run solely out of Madison. It was
a complete shake up (for the better).
1992 was a stellar season, winning 8
of 10 races and finishing second in
the other two.
By 1993, Porsche AG and PMNA
had taken notice of KMM. In the
previous couple of seasons, Porsche
had given some sporadic help by
way of parts and technology. 1993
was another step up. Porsche wanted
KMM to be kind of back up to the
older, more established, Brumos
team from Jacksonville, Florida. Brumos would be running Hans Stuck
and Hurly Haywood in a pair of
911 Turbo’s. With such a great year
in 1992 for KMM and driver Nick
Ham, Porsche supplied two 911 Turbo’s to KMM. What could go wrong?
Well, it was the worst year in KMM
history. Eight of ten races resulted in
crashes and the other two managed
crashes in testing. We can only smile
about it today, but it was nothing to
smile about at the time. Win some,
lose some!
1994 —What a great year.

Fortunately, Porsche did not hold
the 1993 SuperCar season against us.
They supplied two 911 Turbo’s and
all the special parts you could ask for,
not to mention an undisclosed (but
substantial) amount of cash.
It was not going to be an easy year.
All the factories had special teams:
Corvette, Nissan, BMW, etc. At the
same time, Brumos was going to be
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running two Porsches in the IMSA
Series. It was game on and the Stone
Brothers went to work. They built
the new chassis in house at KMM.
Then, one cold morning in January,
Jeff and David loaded up and headed
for sunny Santa Ana, California,
home of Porsche Motorsports (it felt
like going to the fatherland).
The idea was for the two Brumos
cars, which were already there, and
the two KMM cars to match up in
every detail for interchangeability
in time of crisis. They spent three
to four weeks there, experienced the
massive LA earthquake of ’94, and
made a lot of great memories while
doing so.

World Fastest Turbo S
EKanooRacing

1/4 Mile Record 9.397 @ 146MPH

1994 started out with a bang

Only a few problems were going
to pop up along the way. As racing
seems to always be, time was short
and we had zero track time on the
cars. Alwin Springer, then boss of
PMNA, had long-time connections
with the INDY car crowd who always
held their winter testing in Sebring...
so they let us join them. Did I say
1994 started out with a bang? What
I meant was, a crash. We could not
have been happier with our new
driver line up. Our first driver of
choice was Le Mans winner, and big
car, big power prototype driver, Price
Cobb! Price was big time!
While Price was our pick of drivers, since Porsche was our benefactor, they made the choice of driver
for the second car. Enter Mauro
Baldi, F1 driver, Le Mans winner,
etc. Sounded good to us. Sebring
first lap: old hairpin turn, crash into
the tires. Brand new car en route to
first race, FUBAR. We had what was
known as the (top-secret) “Goodyear
Box” in the car. Today it would be
more commonly known as a Racing
ABS brake ECU. Mauro had never
driven anything with ABS brakes, he
was startled and, by the time he got
it figured out, it was too late, and he
crashed. We put that car aside, use
the other car, then spent the rest of
the day and night rebuilding the
car until we had to leave for Miami

1st Place - Time Attack 2
Porsche of Colorado Springs

2015 Pikes Peak International Hill Climb

World Fastest Turbo S (Stock Turbo)

Top: David Stone at the helm

Predator Performance

Vengeance Racing

1/2 Mile Record @ 177MPH

1/4 Mile Record 9.717 @ 143MPH

Bottom: Magnus Walker and
Andy Kilcoyne at SEMA

around 3:00 a.m (with just enough
time to make the lineup for parking).
In spite of all the work, KMM won
the Miami Grand Prix in a torrential
down pour.
We ended 1994 with the World
Challenge Championship and Price
Cobb was the first American driver
and KMM the first American team,
to win the coveted Porsche Cup.
1995 was a new era

1995 led to big changes for the
team. The Porsche factory was gearing up for the new Porsche AG operJANUARY - MARCH 2019
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ated GT1 program, which meant
no more factory funding or support
for independent teams. However,
we were very proud to be chosen by
Porsche to handle the logistics for the
Porsche factory teams GT1 racing in
1997 for Sebring and Laguna Seca.
It was a great time and epic road trip
from Florida to California.
Racing was at our core, but it was
time to turn KMM into a business.
Fortunately, several years of success,
coverage by the automotive press,
numerous magazine articles, and the
advent of Porsche Club Racing led
to the new concept of “Arrive and
Drive” racing. KMM pioneered the
concept where amateur racers with
the resources to own Porsche cars for
the track, but not the time, expertise,
or inclination to maintain or modify
them, could sign up for a full service,
red carpet driving experience allowing them to enjoy all the famous
tracks around North America. They
could now bring their families, take
side trips to the wine country in California, shopping and nights of fun
in Vegas, sun and beaches in Florida
while having private track days with
famous race car drivers as their personal coaches. The works.
Kelly-Moss spent the next few
years leveraging racing success into
building a national clientele of arrive
and drive clients as well as street car
and dream build projects.
Keeping true to its racing roots,
Kelly-Moss has entered every IMSA
event since its 2005 inception, adding a 2008 championship to the
books. We have also continued to
compete in countless Porsche Club
of America (PCA), HSR, PBOC,
SCCA club events.
Fast forward to 2012

KMM moved from its somewhat
humble beginnings, leaving its 5,000
square foot home of twenty-four
years to a new 55,000 square foot
facility in Madison. This monumental move gave us the ability to grow
the business, offering more services,
complete with a street car department, full paint and collision repair
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department, all-wheel drive chassis dyno, engine dyno, fabrication
department, composite shop, restoration department, car storage and
so much more.
Shortly after moving, KMM hired
a finance manager to manage the
day-to-day accounting and business
side. Quickly treasured and rapidly becoming invaluable, Victoria
moved into the position of Vice President, always putting the success and
overall health of Kelly-Moss first.
This move also brought great success garnering another IMSA Championship in 2014 as well as a World
Challenge Championship in 2015.
As sometimes happens, with joy
and success also comes some sadness
and, in 2015 we lost our founder and
biggest champion, David Stone. He
is missed, but his legacy lives on in
the memories of all that knew and
worked with him.
Carrying the torch into the future,
Jeff Stone remains the owner and
race team principle, maintaining the
Stone brothers desire to keep racing
at the core of the business. Jeff is also
the cornerstone of our young driver
development program, mentoring
and educating young drivers he sees
as having potential.
The way of the future

In 2015 we hired a guy as what’s
known in the racing industry as
a fly-in for Sebring race week. He
had a full-time job, but we needed
experienced help for a large, multicar effort. It didn’t take Jeff long to
realize that Andy Kilcoyne was a gem
(a GM engineer by day with a deep
seated love for racing) and quickly
hired him as the Race Shop Manger.
When you combine growing up at
the racetrack, having designed many
race vehicles holding track records
and his engineering background
with his unique and respected management style, Andy quickly became
the General Manager overseeing the
day to day operations.
In 2016 we, made a slight, but
important name change to Kelly-Moss Road and Race. The change

was in keeping with its roots but
more accurately reflecting the power
house’s full range of services, both on
and off track.
2016, 2017 and 2018 added
IMSA Championships to the growing list of successes. 2016 and 2017
championships went to young guns
Colin Thompson and Jake Eidson,
well on their way to becoming future
professional drivers and in keeping
with KMR’s desire to help future
generations. 2018s championship
went to Alan Metni, a gentleman
driver realizing a dream. Not having
driven a racecar until two years ago
he put in countless hours of testing
and racing to become a Porsche GT3
Cup champion.
Off the track, KMR’s unparalleled
custom Porsche builds and varying restoration projects continue to
impress car lovers and the automotive
press with features in MotorTrend,
Porsche Panorama, Road & Track,
Autoweek, Maxim, and S3 Magazine
just to name a few. Fierce loyalty to
the Porsche marque and attention to
detail has also earned Kelly-Moss coveted spots in manufacturer booths at
the Specialty Equipment Manufacturer’s Association (SEMA) show in
Vegas two years in a row. The VICCI
Car Auctions Safari 4 was featured
in the Extreme Outback Products
booth in 2017, garnering a win for
Best Off-road Vehicle and the IMSA
GT3 Cup Rat Fink car in the Moton
Suspension booth in 2018. KMR
can handle any build, big or small,
with ease managing previous projects
in excess of three million dollars.
Such tremendous success and
growth do not come without an
enormous amount of hard work from
many amazing and dedicated team
members who have a passion for what
they do and love where they do it.
The many talented and dedicated
folks at Kelly-Moss have turned that
vision from so many years ago, of
turning a humble racing team into a
business, a reality.
A multi-million-dollar, multi-faceted business is an overnight, thirty-year success story.

MARC H. MILLER

CLU®, ChFC®, RIA®

OVER 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE INSURING OUR PEERS

LIFE & DISABILITY INSURANCE

FOR CLUB RACERS & ENTHUSIASTS

120 BROADWAY, 37TH FLOOR | NEW YORK, NY 10271
212.701.7979 MMILLER@STRATEGIESFORWEALTH.COM
Registered Representative and Financial Advisor of Park Avenue Securities LLC (PAS). OSJ: 120 Broadway, 37 th Floor New York, NY 10271. phone: 212.701.7900. Securities products and advisory services
offered through PAS, member FINRA, SIPC. Financial Representative of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America® (Guardian), New York, NY. PAS is an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of Guardian.
Strategies for Wealth is not an affiliate or subsidiary of PAS or Guardian. Guardian, its subsidiaries, agents, and employees do not provide tax, legal, or accounting advice. Consult your tax, legal, or accounting professional regarding your individual situation. 2017-37627 Exp. 3/19
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VINTAGE RACING 2019
NEW VENUE POSSIBILITIES
STORY BY FRED PFEIFFER; PHOTOS BY VICTOR NEWMAN & KEN HILLS

Third Full Year for Vintage

The third full year of PCA Club
Racing’s Vintage Group racing will
be here sooner than we think. As this
is written, former race cars are being
updated to current safety specs. New,
early cars are being built into race
cars and drivers are renewing their
competition licenses to become part
of the series. In what will be its third
full season, Vintage Group is attracting more interest and participation.
This year we will have at least two
new venues inviting our ’83 and older
air-cooled cars to race on their circuit.
The following events are confirmed
for the 2019 Vintage schedule:
April 26,27
Lime Rock Park
May 17-19
Mid Ohio
June 21-23
VIR
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Marvin Jennings and his 1969 911
at Summit Point in 2018

Aug 31- Sep 2 Road America
Sep 20 - 22
Summit Point
There is no PCA race at Monticello this year due to construction.
We are pursuing one other event,
which could be on the West Coast.
As we add more events, they will

be posted on the PCA Club Racing
website: https://pcaclubracing.org/
under Vintage
Two new incentives

Here are two new incentives to
increase number of entries:
1) A competition licensed driver,
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in good standing in another recognized racing organization, may apply
as a PCA Club Racing license applicant. The license fee for the 2019
Club Race season is $125. However,
assuming that all of the PCA Club
Racing License requirements are
met, including a current PCA Membership and current medical evaluation, the license fee will be $50 for
the 2019 Vintage Racing Season.
Other restrictions may apply.

Established 1992

ENGLEWOOD, CO
(800) 251-8917

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL
ORDERS OVER $100

NEW

QRT Technology, 20-30%
lighter at composite
prices.

America’s
Largest
Stilo Dealer

PCA Club Racing Vintage Group
will remain with the current rules;
specifically ’83 and earlier air-cooled
Porsches will be eligible. We will
evaluate opening the years of eligibility
later in the year.
Please review current Vintage
Rules on the website as well as we
have added bodywork restrictions
for year legal 911 tubs with updated
bodywork.
We look forward to racing on
new tracks as well as returning to
some favorites. If you have a Vintage
appropriate air-cooled Porsche, why
not give us a try. Come enjoy the
comaraderie, competition and allround fun racing our old cars again
have to offer.

Visit our website
to view all models,
including the
ST5 GT 8860 (FIA).
ST5 GT 8860

FIA 8860 & SA2015 CERTIFIED

For more information
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JUPITER, FL
(866) 320-FAST

LARGEST COMBINED SEAT INVENTORY IN THE UNITED STATES
VISIT ONE OF OUR 4 STORES FOR A SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON

Vintage rules and eligible years
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SEBRING, FL
(863) 655-7777

PUT YOUR POSTERIOR IN A SEAT

2) We are asking all PCA Club
Racers to help us increase membership to PCA Club Racing with this
special incentive through June – get a
friend who is new to PCA Club Racing to join the program, and your
2020 registration fee will be waived.
To receive the free renewal, the friend
must meet the requirements to be
approved as a license candidate, they
must register and compete in at least
one (1) 2019 PCA Club Race. This
will help the regions as well as car
count. Other restrictions may apply.

For more info or to get answers
to questions please contact Vintage
Coordinator Fred Pfeiffer at:
fpfeiffer@atlanticbb.net
or
301.707.9472

SONOMA, CA
(800) 708-RACE

Top: Shane Seace in his 1976 911
Middle: Stephen Vasina and his 1975 914
Bottom: David Coleman and his 1971 914-6
These three photos by Ken Hills at Summit Point in 2018

HANS PRO
ULTRA LITE

SFI 38.1 AND FIA
APPROVED

SIMPSON
HYBRID S
FIA AND 3PT
HARNESS
COMPATIBLE

NECKSGEN
REV2 LITE
SFI 38.1
APPROVED

CALL FOR YOUR SPECIAL PCA CLUB
RACING DISCOUNT!
JANUARY - MARCH 2019
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2019 PCA CLUB RACING
NATIONAL SPONSORS
For direct access to sponsor website,
go to https://pcaclubracing.org/sponsors/
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Fresh Green

by Pedro P. Bonilla, Gold Coast Region

I

f you’ve ever been to a PCA Club
Race, you’ve seen a bunch of people in their “Fresh Green” (that’s
the actual name of the color) shirts
all over the track. These people, who
come from all parts of the country,
are volunteers from PCA National
Club Racing and include, most
likely: the Race Steward(s), Timing
& Scoring personnel, and the Scrutineers (Scruts) among others.
The PCA National Club Racing
team has two primary objectives for
every Club Race: First and foremost
is SAFETY and second to make sure
that the Racing RULES and REGULATIONS are enforced.
Race Stewards

The Stewards run the race and are
responsible for the Team. Depending on the number of cars racing,
you will find one or more Stewards
present.
They start their work months
before an event, communicating
with the PCA personnel who will be
working the race to make sure that
travel and lodging arrangements are
coordinated. They also work very
closely with the event’s regional
organizing committee to assure that
all loose ends are tied up before the
event starts and that everything runs
smoothly once it does.
During the event the Steward is
the Boss. He or she is in constant
communication with every single
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department. They deal with any and
all issues, apply sanctions if needed,
and theirs is the final word, so you
may appreciate how stressful their
job is.
Timing & Scoring

This team is responsible for making sure that each and every racer
is timed to the millisecond during
practice sessions, qualifying sessions,
and races. They time each lap for
each participant and they also control the in-pit times during the mandatory pit stops in the Enduros.
Timing and Scoring posts these
times after every session so that racers and their teams can study them

and make adjustments if necessary.
Some tracks have their own timing loops which can be tied into
their systems, but more often than
not they have to set up from scratch
and build or rebuild their own timing loops that need to work with
each and every unique transponder
installed in each and every racecar.
They also keep track of finishing
places and championship points for
all pertinent contests.
Scrutineers (Scruts)

This is my group since I’m a Scrut.
We are the most hated group during
a race because we disrupt the racers
by doing scheduled and random
inspections and looking for safety
and/or rules infractions We are also
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the Steward’s on-track eyes and ears
and convey their messages to racers.
Nevertheless, after the day is over
we do get a lot of thank you’s from
the racers since they understand that
we work for them (when adrenaline
is no longer flowing and their helmet
is off ) .
We start to work a few days before
the event when we receive the official roster from the National Licensing and Program Coordinator. This
roster is studied by the Scruts and
is generally sorted into lists that we
can quickly refer to during the event.
These lists contains the driver’s
name, car number, class, minimum
weight, transponder number and
other important information pertinent to the race.
We arrive the day before the race,
together with the rest of the National
Team and immediately set up Tech
Inspection.
After a racer is officially registered,
we check each and every car’s logbook or issue a new one if it’s the car’s
first race with PCA. The logbook
contains the car’s complete information from roll cage gauge, race seat
type and manufacturing date, harness date, fire suppression system,
electrical cut-off switch, window and
or roof net, protective clothing, type
of in-car video recording, etc.
Logbooks also keep a detailed
record of any changes done to the
car from race to race as well as entries
from the Scruts if and when they
find any discrepancies with the rules
and regulations.
During the rest of the event we
also man different stations:
Tech: where cars are technically
inspected
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Scales: where cars are weighed to
make sure they meet the minimum
class weight
Random Inspections: showing
up at any car and scrutinizing it for
safety and rules
Grid: where a quick safety inspection is performed on each car before
it goes on track
Black Flag: where any car that has
had an on-track incident must report.

If any car has an on-track incident
we make sure that the driver visits
Medical and fills out their Incident
Report. We also write up a Scrutineer’s Incident Report. All three
(driver and the two reports) go to
the Steward who studies the incident
and applies sanctions if necessary.
After the last race of the event, we
each pack up all our gear and try
to catch our respective flights back
home. Then we send our notes to the
Lead Scrut who prepares a full report
of the event from our perspective.
This report gets shared between all
National Scrutineers so that we can
learn and try to make the system better for the next event.
Sometimes the “fresh green” shirts
are covered with foul weather gear
because (if we can borrow from the
USPS): Neither snow nor rain nor

heat nor gloom of night stays these
scruts from their swift completion of
their job!
It is grueling work for each and
every one of the PCA National Club
Racing Team members. We are all
volunteers, and most are current or
former racers who want to give back
to the Club for all the enjoyment we
have received throughout the years.

For more information on Club
Racing, please visit the PCA Club
Racing website at:
www PCAClubRacing.org.
Happy Porsche’ing,
Pedro
2018 Technolab / PedrosGarage.com
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PCA CLUB RACING 2019
CONTINGENCY PROGRAMS
BY RYAN CARIGNAN, CLUB RACING BUSINESS MANAGER

Here is an outline of the various contingency programs available to racers. Award specifics, guidelines and forms can be found at

http://pcaclubracing.org/contingency

We are still waiting to finalize contingencies with some of our sponsors

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
FOR STREET AND TRACK

Deep SUMP KITS

Billet 9A1 Deep and 9A2 Sumps

EnginE AND Trans Cooling

Check out all our performance
and reliability solutions

LNBRS.COM | SUPPORT@ LNENGINEERING.COM | PHONE 815-472-2939
125 GLADIOLUS ST., MOMENCE, IL 60954
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2018 HARD CHARGERS
BY MICHAEL WINGFIELD, CHIEF OF NATIONAL TIMING & SCORING
Name

Region

Class

Description

Start

Finish

Index

Race

28
24
15

18
17
9

10
7
6

Sprint Race 1
Spring Race 2
Enduro

3
6
9
14
2
4
25
26
25
17
20
27
8

1
4
7
12
1
3
15
16
19
11
14
13
3

2
2
2
2
1
1
10
10
6
6
6
14
5

Blue Sprint Race 1
Blue Sprint Race 1
Blue Sprint Race 1
Blue Sprint Race 1
Blue Sprint Race 2
Blue Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Pink Enduro
Yellow Enduro

5
12
13
8
10
5
9
10

3
4
6
5
6
3
7
8

2
8
7
3
7
2
2
2

Blue Sprint Race 1
Yellow Sprint Race 1
Yellow Sprint Race 2
Yellow Sprint Race 3
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2

BUTTONWILLOW RACEWAY PARK — NOVEMBER 10-11
Andrew Forrest
Mark Smith
Randy Bergum

GG
GG
AZ

SPB
SPB
SP1

99 Boxster
97 Boxster
88 944

DAYTONA INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY — OCTOBER 26-28
Agnus Rogers
Brent Chambers
Michael Schmitz
Steven Anderson
Jason McCarthy
Brent Chambers
Kenneth Greenberg
John Frank
Shannon Herford
David Baum
Anton Dias Perrea
F Garcia/C Friedman
Eric Boueilh

SFL
HCT
MIL
GEM
MNY
HTC
INT
CTV
CAR
WMI
MSO
SFL
UCR

GTB1
GTB2
H
E
GTB3
GTB2
GT3
GT3
GTC6
GTC4
GTC3
SPB
GTA2

09 Cayman S
14 Cayman S
S 99 911
S 87 911
14 981 Cayman
14 Cayman S
93 GT3
09 Carrera S
15 GT3 991.1 CUP
08 GT3 Cup
04 996 GT3 Cup
99 Boxster
12 997 Cup

HALLETT MOTOR RACING CIRCUIT — OCTOBER 5-7
Keith Davis
Carl Amond
Bryan Greenup
Laurence Jitts
Kris Pippin
Todd Imwold
Greg Hutmacher
Jay Boulas

MSO
MAV
MAV
LHN
KSC
MAV
MAV
MAV

D
SPB
SPB
SPB
SP1
SP1
SP1
SP1

S 91 911SC
98 Boxster
97 Boxster
98 Boxster
87 924
83 944
87 944
87 927

MOTORSPORT RANCH	— NOVEMBER 10-11
Todd Imwold
Jose Ayala
Bill Bernick
David Brumfield
Keith Davis
David Nelson

MAV
LST
MAV
MSO
MSO
MAV

SP1
SP1
E
D
D
SP1

83 944
84 944
S 88 911
S 79 911 SC
S 81 911 SC
87 944

13
12
9
12
13
19

8
9
6
9
10
13

5
3
3
3
3
6

Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
White Sprint Race 1
White Sprint Race 2
White Sprint Race 2
Combined Enduro

78 911 SC
79 911 SC Euro
79 911 SC Euro
P 79 911 SC Euro

25
27
19
29

12
18
12
22

13
9
7
7

Sprint
Sprint
Sprint
Sprint

18
17
21
10
8
26
23
17
7
8
9
15
14

11
12
16
7
5
22
16
12
5
6
7
3
6

7
5
5
3
3
4
7
5
2
2
2
12
8

Blue Sprint Race 1
Blue Sprint Race 2
Blue Sprint Race 2
Green Sprint Race 1
Green Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Vintage Race 1
Vintage Race 2
Vintage Race 2
Vintage Race 2
Orange Enduro
Yellow Enduro

SONOMA RACEWAY — OCTOBER 27-28
Keith Jones
Jim Bushnell
Jim Bushnell
Ed Mineau

OR
PNW
PNW
INT

SP911
SP911
SP911
F

Race
Race
Race
Race

1
2
3
3

SUMMIT POINT MOTORSPORT PARK —
 SEPTEMBER 21-23
Antonio Conceicao
Frank Osborn
Sam Mammano
Hoyt Ammidon
Scott Belles
Tom JHassett
James Stanislaw
John Perry
Shane Seace
Anthony Pagonis
Roger Funk
James Rothenberger
Michael Kaunitz

POT
NE
NIA
SCH
RTR
NNJ
CAR
FST
CPA
POT
CTV
RTR
POT

G
E
G
SPB
SPB
J
K
VO6
VO6
VGTO
VGTO
SP2
I

S 90 911 C2
S 04 Boxster
S 05 Boxster S
99 Boxster
99 Boxster
S 03 996 Carrera
S 02 996 TT
V 72 914-6
V 76 911
77 911
76 911
85 944
S 99 996

RENNSPORT PHOTOGRAPHERS

Ted Lighthizer

Stephen Krupnick

(805) 527-8280
tlighthizer@sbcglobal.net
www.flickr.com/tedley2

TravelsWithStephen.com
(949) 510-5272

Ryan Holst
Ryan Holst Photography
ryanholstphotography.com
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Steve Geldman

Image Photo Motorsports
805.279.0466
steve@imagephotomotorsports.com
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2012 CAYMAN S CLUB RACER
A proven winner, sorted and ready for track Sprints or Enduros, JTZ RS@ Shock Kit,
Frt Brembo Clubsport big brake kit, CF doors, splitter & rear spoiler, AIM in car, camera,
Speedcom Radio system, Cool Suit & helmet air, can provide new digital wrap (3
versions). (2) set of tires/rims wet/dry. Too many extra to list & some spares, car is super
reliable has 6 to 7 weekends on engine. Ready to track/race, enclosed trailer & dully.
Car REDUCED price to SELL $ 79,900 OBO motivated seller
For more info contact: Robert Booth (305) 218-0691 or rbooth55@icloud.com” (19.1)

1972 911S GT-3 Race Car
Orange/Blue. GT-3 built by Midwest Eurosport. Fresh 3.8/380 hp/294 lbs torque. 2,100
lbs. Wevo 915 trans w/heavy-duty gears. 993 body w/full cage and Nascar bars. JRZ’s.
Locked rear-end. Motec injection and dash. 3 sets of wheels. Lexan windshield. 15 gal
cell. On-Board fire system. Smarty Cam. Countless podiums. 2.22.3 at Road America.
$49,000 Contact Glenn Sapa in Wheaton (Chicago), IL at Glenn@thesapas.com or
(312) 550-4944 							
(19.1)

’92 968 SP3 / F-Stock Race Car
Professionally maintained/serviced by CS Motorsports WI. Nice race car needs a driver.
Ready to race. PCA Racing Logbook SP3 (current) or E-Stock, full race-build motor,
header, exhaust, Racer’s Edge suspension, adj. LEDA’s, 3 sets wheels, Recaro, Cool Suit,
Quaife, RS Barn LW FW, Charlie Arms, Sabelt, Accusump, etc. Midnight Blue Metallic/
Vinyl Graphics (car has some spares)
Schaumburg , IL 60194 Dave Swanson (847) 778-5240 		
$17,500
(19.1)

2004 996 Cup Car
Very clean & fast 996 Cup car, well-maintained by Autometrics. Club raced in PCA GTC3 class, many podiums, NO CRASHES or
tub damage. 3 sets BBS wheels, MoTeC, updated seat/belts, Cool Shirt, log book, spares, incl 2nd OEM bumper cover. 7 HOURS
on newly rebuilt engine and trans., all maint records. Awesome car! Location: Charleston, SC
Bruce McPherson (303) 548-0202

			

$99,000

(19.2)

1989 951 (944 Turbo S) F Stock race car & 30’ trailer
Sold together for $17,500 or separate
Contact John or Jeff at Black Forest in San Diego, CA
$17,500 firm (car & trailer) $10,000 trailer only $10,000 car only
Service@BlackForestAutomotive.com 858.292.1192
Maintained by Black Forest. Perfect for DE, Time Trial or Club Racing. Full cage, fire
system, spare wheels, tires & parts; Cool Suit (both sides), 2 sets race seats, communication equipment camera (and all required PCA Club Racing gear), spare half shaft,
straight exhaust pipe and street legal muffler, Hans device, gloves, shoes, etc. This is still
a street legal car that can be driven to and from events. 30’ 10,000# Texas Trailer is
large enough to carry the car, tools and a small track support vehicle.
(19.2)
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EVENT ADS
PAGE

EVENT

On the Cover

DATE

17

Buttonwillow

May 18-19

16

California Festival of Speed

Mar 29-31

26

Circuit of the Americas

Mar 29-31

47

Heartland Park

Apr 27-28

47

Laguna Seca

Jul 19-21

63

Lime Rock

Apr 26-27

71

MidOhio

May 17-19

19

Mosport

Aug 1-4

71

NOLA

Feb 22-24

61

Thunderhill

Mar 23-24

69

Road Atlanta

Apr 12-14

55

West Coast Series

see flyer

Santa Barbara Region member
Ted Lighthizer took our cover
photo at the Friday Concours
on the Grid at Rennsport.
I chose a cover trying to grab
the enormity of this event. I also
saved our best group car photo
for the double page spread on
pages 38-39. We managed to
get 17 of our drivers in that shot
by Ryan Holst.

V O L U M E

2 7

•

E D I T I O N

1 9 . 1

•

S P O N S O R E D

B Y

P O R S C H E

C L U B

O F

A M E R I C A

We have the technoFix
IMS bearing Direct Oil Feed
solves the lubrication issue
of the bearing affordably
fits all ‘97-’08 Porsches
Call 954.385.0330 technolab/pedrosgarage
Florida Pre-Purchase Inspections (PPI)

FREE DIY tutorials
and technical info
on our website.

technolab
PedrosGarage

We also offer: Bolt-on HP kits, ECU Chip, HID/LED
Performance Parts, Brake Caliper Restoration & Painting,

AX & DE Magnetic Bras and Numbers, much more.
954.385.0330 • www.PedrosGarage.com
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OG Racing announces the OG Racing Outstanding
Driver Award that is proudly presented to those select
racers who raced respectfully and safely for a minimum
of nine incident-free races in 2018. It’s great to see many
familiar names from last year and new ones this year. OG
Racing Outstanding Driver Award recipients will receive
the following:
• A certificate good for 15% off your favorite racing
brake pads from OG Racing for all of 2019! Discount
is taken off of our retail prices and include free UPS
Ground shipping with you order.
• When you call to redeem your special pricing, make
sure to ask for your Custom Award Sticker and Suit Patches
recognizing your accomplishments. We can also provide
each eligible racer with a special Outstanding Driver code
to obtain your special pricing on online orders.
We hope that the 2018 winners remain OG Racing
Outstanding Driver Award winners for many years to
come. This is our way of saying “Thank You” for actively
participating in PCA Club Racing and helping us in
“Making Racing Safer.” We hope to see even more names
on the list next year!
OG Racing has been a proud sponsor of PCA Club
Racing since 1998. Veteran owned, and with a PCA racer
on staff, they specialize in automotive performance driver
gear and are a master warehouse distributor for many of
the best brands in the safety equipment world like Sparco,
Alpinestars, OMP, Arai, Bell, HANS, Roux, Simpson,
Stilo, and many others. Their extensive inventory also
offers many performance products, such as Performance
Friction, Hawk, and other performance brake pads. They
also stock AIM Data and Video Systems, and recently
added the Apex Pro to their product lineup. With a fully
stocked, 12,000 sq/ft warehouse located just outside of
Washington, DC, OG Racing is proud to ship 98% of all
orders the same day!

The IMS bearing fix: DOF

We carry the techNOwind clear windstop for 981

OUTSTANDING DRIVER AWARD

HPDE Insurance you can count on

PCA members receive discounted rates
from the largest and most experienced source for
HPDE and Oﬀ-Track Insurance

LOCKTONMOTORSPORTS.COM
Facebook.com/LocktonMotorsports
Program administered by Lockton Aﬃnity, LLC
D/B/A Lockton Aﬃnity Insurance Brokers, LLC | California License #0795478

John Amardeil
Robert Ames
Hoyt Ammidon
Chris Amond
Brent Asplundh
Scott Asplundh
Jean Audet
Jose Ayala
Mark Azierski
Bret Bailey
Newsom Baker
Joe Bank
Jonathan Bednarsh
John Beidler

Darrel Bell
Scott Belles
Randy Bergum
Tom Bloom
Doug Boccignone
Mark Boschert
Anthony Brown
David Brumfield
Al Burke
Andrew Burke
Mitchell Butaud
Todd Butaud
David Byassee
Greg Chiocco

James Clemens
Evan Close
Gregory Coakley
Bart Collins
Steve Coomes
Joe Crane
John Crane
Doug Crossman
Peter Czajkowski
Keith Davis
Damon Decastro
Dan Decker
Anton Dias Perera
Steve Dimakos

Matt Distefano
Chris Dooley
Andy Dotter
Chris Drake
Ed Dunne
Jon Dunski
Donald Ehinger
Michael Embler
Topher Everett
Keith Evringham
Mike Faems
Christopher Fahy
Francois Faust
Ed Fitch
John Frank
Kathy Fricke
Cory Friedman
Philip Gasparovic
Richard Glickel
Kenneth Greenberg
Marc Guerette
Matt Halcome
Rob Hale
John Eddie Hall
Jim Hamman
Kevin Hansel
Dale Hartzell
Tom Hassett
Michael Hemingway
Pat Heptig
George Hess Iii
David Higgins
Mark Hill
David Hodges
Henry Hoeh
Lisa Hunsicker
Trygve Isaacson
Geoff Isringhausen
Geoffrey Isringhausen Jr
Donald Jacobs
George James
Mike James
Patrick James

Keith Jezek
Laurence Jitts
Randall Joe
Aaron Jones
Claudio Kaempf
Mike Keck
Shawn Keeler
Lar Kerila
Bruce Kingsley
John Koster
Charles Krause
Thomas Kroehle
Lainey Landstra
Cheryl Lehman Collier
Dominique Lequeux
Ryan Magrab
Andrew Marks
Jimmy Martin
Daniel Martinson
Colin Mazzola
Corey Mcfadden
Hunt Mcmahon
Niels Meissner
Siggi Meissner
Mike Mennella
Dwayne Moses
Richard Mourey
Robert Murillo
Chris Murray
Mark Murray
Tim Nagy
Gavin Narburgh
Scott Neal
Sean Neel
Ken Nielsen
Walter Nilsen
Paul Norwood
Bernard Nussbaumer
Clas Olsson
Tim O’Meara
Sergio Pagliaruli
Todd Pajonas
Kevin Palmer

Jeff Pawlowski
Chris Pedersen
Greg Phillips
William Pickering
Kris Pippin
Karl Poeltl
Rick Polk
Ray Ramirez
Gene Raymondi
Mark Reed
Angus Rogers
James Rothenberger
Glenn Schattman
Michael Schmitz
Steve Schneider
John Seidell
Rafael Serralta
Tim Sheridan
Jordan Simon
Tim Smith
Heath Spencer
Mike Spraggins
James Stanislaw
Michael Stewart
Carl Tallardy
Jonathan Taylor
Rob Trollinger
Dale Tuety
John Uglum
Tommy Vieth
Ryan Virden
Stacie Virden
Will Waldron
Mike Walsdorf
Mark Weining
John Westra
Mark White
Michael Williams
Grady Willingham
Robbie Wilson
Erik Winberg
Charles Wirken
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